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Husqvarna FS 4800 D

Our FS 4800 D is a very versatile diesel walk-behind flat saw ideal for
asphalt and concrete cutting. Suitable for mid-sized jobs on airports and
highways, as well as service work and smaller jobs that require high
production rates. Cutting depth up to 381 mm. Available in front or rear
pivot configurations, where the rear pivot saw is recommended when
high manoeuvrability is essential.

 Cutting

depth, max
 375 mm

 Output power

(As rated by the

engine/motor

manufacturer)

 35 kW

 Blade

diameter, max
 450 mm

Article number : FLOOR SAW FS 4800 D 48

hp | 450mm | CE | FP ETRK w/cl - 967 60

80-40
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FEATURES

Want to take a closer look? Learn more about the product in depth by exploring its features and benefits.

Powerful and productive

The power transmission system with

right-angle gearbox transmits high

power to the blade shaft with

optimum torque and minimised

vibrations.

Rear pivot version with
high manoeuvrability

Ideal for road repair and service

work.

Straight and fast cuts

Our electric tracking system lets

you easily make tracking

adjustments while cutting.

Low maintenance

The IntelliSeal blade shaft system

allows for a minimum of 250

maintenance-free hours without

daily greasing of bearings.

Optimised cutting performance

Adjustable handles

Convenient transport between truck and work site

Quick dis-engagement at blade slam

Easy to operate

Comprehensive control panel

Automatic depth stop

Highly versatile 3-speed version

Self-propelled
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SPECIFICATIONS

 Engine
Output power (As rated by the engine/motor

manufacturer)

35 kW

Output power at tool shaft 35.3 kW

Engine cooling Liquid /Air

Fuel tank volume 29.53 l

Cylinders 4

Number of strokes 4-stroke engine

 Cutting equipment
Arbor diameter 25,4 mm

Blade depth control Electrohydraulic

Blade diameter, max 450 mm

Cutting depth, max 375 mm

 Transmission
Transmission speed forward 60.96 m/min

 Dimensions
Product size length 1422.4 mm

Product size height 1295.4 mm

Weight 680 kg


